MORE ARTICLES PRACTICE - WORKSHEET 2

Practice 3: Read the sentences. Add a, an, the or nothing.

1. ______ Second World war ended in 1945.
2. Do you know _____ people who live next door?
3. Are you interested in _____ art or _____ architecture?
4. Don't stay in that hotel. _____ beds are uncomfortable.
5. I hate _____ violence.
6. Two of _____ biggest problems facing our society are _____ crime and _____ unemployment.
7. After the typhoon, there were _____ bottles everywhere.
8. On the way to London, we passed through _____ small village with _____ old church. We stopped to visit _____ church. It was _____ beautiful building.

Practice 4: Add articles if required.

1. Although _____ accommodation in Paris is quite expensive, I found _____ cheap hotel in _____ city centre.
2. _____ Good Fast Food contest wants to show _____ fast food can be made with _____ healthiest ingredients.
3. Do you know any shops that sell _____ clothes for _____ teenagers? - "Yes, there's _____ place called young style on _____ other side of _____ shopping mall.
4. People say _____ Teddy Bear Museum is quite boring, but I've got _____ friend who went there and she says it's wonderful.
5. I went to _____ fashion show in _____ Toronto yesterday. _____ models were good-looking but _____ clothes were _____ bit boring.
6. When my son starts school, he'll have _____ lunch every day in _____ canteen. I hope he likes _____ food.
7. _____ tracksuit he bought yesterday was _____ wrong size.
8. He had to go to _____ hospital for _____ check-up.
9. Where is _____ closest subway station?
10. The car is almost empty. Where can we buy _____ gasoline around here?
ANSWERS

Practice 3: Read the sentences. Add a, an, the or (x) nothing.

1. The Second World war ended in 1945.
2. Do you know the people who live next door?
3. Are you interested in x art or x architecture?
4. Don't stay in that hotel. The beds are uncomfortable.
5. I hate x violence.
6. Two of the biggest problems facing our society are x crime and x unemployment.
7. After the typhoon, there were x bottles everywhere.
8. On the way to London, we passed through a small village with an old church. We stopped to visit the church. It was a beautiful building.

Practice 4: Add articles if required.

1. Although x accommodation in Paris is quite expensive, I found a cheap hotel in the city centre.
2. The Good Fast Food contest wants to show x fast food can be made with the healthiest ingredients.
3. Do you know any shops that sell x clothes for x teenagers? - "Yes, there's a place called Young Style on the other side of the shopping mall.
4. People say x Teddy Bear Museum is quite boring, but I've got a friend who went there and she says it's wonderful.
5. I went to a fashion show in x Toronto yesterday. The models were good-looking but the clothes were a bit boring.
6. When my son starts school, he'll have x lunch every day in the canteen. I hope he likes the food.
7. The tracksuit he bought yesterday was the wrong size.
8. He had to go to the hospital for a check-up.
9. Where is the closest subway station?
10. The car is almost empty. Where can we buy x gasoline around here?